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C amp N ews
ALITERARYANTHOLOGYFORA
LITERARYCAMP
By Sam Brown, Age 13
This year, WriCampia is releasing its first literary
publication, The Mystery Anthology. This book will be a
collection of around 60 stories all written by campers. The
anthology will be published in September 2019.
The Mystery Anthology will first be released as a PDF for
free, then as an ebook for the lowest price available, and
then in a hardcover edition for $35.00. Proceeds will go
towards WriCampia scholarships.
?The theme of camp this year was mystery, so we chose
mystery as the theme of the anthology so it would be
connected with the theme of this year,? said Annabelle
Roses, a CIT who helped out with the creation of the
anthology. As for the artwork, Haohan Sima won the
contest to design the cover.
Anyone who submitted to this anthology should be excited.
If you submitted any work to the anthology, your work will
be published online and, hopefully, in a bookstore.
?I thought it was a very cool, creative way to get a platform
of young creative writers [to share] their views of what the
term mystery means to them and how they articulate it,?
said Evan Hunt, an Upper Camper who submitted two
entries.
?Publication made writing extra exciting because then a
wider audience could read my work,? said Tessa Bell, a
Middle Camper who submitted to the anthology.
Whether you submitted a story or not, this is a milestone
for WriCampia and the writers that come to camp every
year. The anthology will be sent as a PDF through email, so
check your email in September!
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DEMYSTIFYINGWRICAMPIA'S
MYSTERYTHEME
By Tara Prakash, Age 12
It was a drizzly Saturday afternoon at WriCampia, and we were huddled inside the Hub by the lake, which was a
murky, grayish black. The sun hid behind heavy clouds, and the trees reflected in the slowly rippling water.
I was about to interview Rebecca Wallace-Segall, the founder and executive director of Writopia Lab. Unlike
outside, my mind was bright and ready to record Rebecca?s answers. From the first day at camp, I?d been wondering
why the theme for camp was a mystery, so I decided to use my detective skills and find out. Rebecca first told me
about how she and Yael had read ten books each over the summer, trying to find the perfect book for the CITs to
read to each bunk.
?We?re always trying to bring in exciting, new, interesting voices and themes into camp,? Rebecca explained. ?What
we discovered is that it is very hard to find a book that works for all ages, and has representation of people with
many backgrounds.? A lot of classic books, and well-known ones, were written by male, white authors.
So Rebecca and Yael went on a quest. In their searching, they decided that ?at a certain point, you have to choose
books for different ages.? Yael discovered an award winning middle-grade book by an African American
author--The Parker Inheritance. It is set in an African American community, specifically following the story of
Candice, who finds an old letter addressed to her grandmother. Candice solves puzzles as she works to find an
inheritance and clear her grandmother?s name.puzzles as she works to find an inheritance and clear her
grandmother?s name. Rebecca and Yael?s search for ?fantastic books that weren?t part of the usual canon? shaped
the theme for WriCampia 2019--The Parker Inheritance happens to be a mystery, so why not go with mystery as the
theme?
Mysteries can be more than whodunnits. The Parker Inheritance is a family-driven story about a relationship
between a grandchild and grandmother. The hope is that campers will be able to connect to this emotional core, see
themselves in the characters, and consider struggles they may not have otherwise thought about.
?I like that the main character is a lot like me,? Avani
Vietro, a camper in Bunk 25, said. ?I have it [The Parker
Inheritance] at home but I never got the chance to read it. I
like that I get to think while listening to it.?
While Lower Camp and Middle Camp have gotten to hear this
book each night, Upper Camp has enjoyed the twists and turns
of And Then There Were None, a classic by Agatha Christie.
The mystery theme plays into even more daily camp activities.
There is mystery writing in workshops--many campers are
working on short stories and submitting them to the
anthology. The camp also offered its first horror story writing
elective, which Admin created intentionally after deciding on
this summer?s theme. And on Sunday, campers could attend a
Jessica reading to Bunk 25.
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mystery party as their choose-their-own-adventure, full of masks and much intrigue. The question ?Are you part of
the book?? flew around the Playhouse, as those who came tried to figure out who was tapped twice on the shoulder
at the beginning.
We come each summer to this lake in the woods--to write, to create, to learn, to laugh, to process, to be challenged.
The next time you see the lake, think about all the mysteries hidden beneath the surface of the murky, gray water.
Who knows what it might inspire you to write next?!

MEETWRICAMPIA'S
""RESIDENTDAN""
By Ariel Phelan, Age 12
A few days ago I sat down with award-winning
playwright and screenwriter Dan Kitrosser in the Hub to
talk about his role at WriCampia. Dan has been working
at Writopia for twelve years. Although he never went to
sleepaway camp as a camper, he has been making
WriCampia more enjoyable for campers for four of the
six years that it has been open. He grew up in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dan first met Rebecca, the
founder of Writopia, when he was 19. They were in a
level one comedy improv class. ?We met by making
fools of ourselves. We both still remember the scene
where we played Xena: Warrior Princess,? he said. If
Dan could have a meal with any literary character, he
said it would be Ms. Marple, so he could be a suspect in
one of her crimes and be there when she solves it.
Dan?s favorite things to write are quirky, funny, sad
plays with a lot of character. Some of his favorite plays
are America Hwangap by Lloyd Suh, Off the Map by
Joan Ackermann, and Angels in America by Tony
Kushner. In addition to his role at WriCampia, Dan is
the Founding Artistic Director of Worldwide Plays
Festival, where kids in Writopia can write plays that
will be performed by professional actors and actresses.
When asked about their similarities, Dan said that Page
2 Stage and Worldwide Plays Festival are very different.
Every year, the play for Page 2 Stage is written and put
together in two weeks, while the plays for WWPF are
created over a period of 5 months. Dan is a leader at
WWPF, but in Page 2 Stage he helps all the campers
form and put their ideas into action.

writers get out of their writer?s block and realize that
they have to dig deeper into their work.
Every day, Dan teaches workshop and leads Plus. ?I
try to make WriCampia a safe space for everyone,? he
said. ?I check in with a bunch of bunks that maybe
need some support.?
He also loves the community here, and loves to
connect with both much older and much younger
people over a shared passion for writing. In addition
to just writing, Dan connects with campers in other
ways. ?I do casino night with bunk 20. I'm teaching
them to gamble,? Dan laughed.
In conclusion, Dan?s job, being Dan, is essential in
keeping WriCampia the happy, fun, and unique place
that we all adore.

Dan?s favorite activity in WriCampia is workshop
because it is what makes WriCampia unique. His
favorite part of working at Writopia is helping young
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E veni ng A ct i vi t i es
THEOLYMPICS SEARCHINGFOR
COMETO
THEPERFECT
WRICAMPIA
POEM
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
On August 13, the first ever Writing Olympics
officially kicked off the nightly evening activities
through a series of games that bonded workshops
together. The entire camp was split into three
divisions, and every workshop created background
stories for their nations, designed their own flags,
and got ready to vie for the gold medal.
The first event of the Olympics was a battle of the
eyes as teams competed against each other in a
word search. Next, winning teams moved on to
nominate one person to face off in a rhyme battle.
Finally, the winner was determined by a race to
complete the characters of a blank keyboard. The
overall winners were: Tasnim Hussain?s workshop
for Lower Camp, Jordana Frankel?s workshop for
Middle Camp, and Rita Feinstein?s workshop for
Upper Camp.
The Writing Olympics created an entertaining
bonding experience for all the campers. Especially
for first-timer Victoria Ray, who was able to ?make
a lot of friends while having a great experience.?
Similarly, Middle Camper Chloe Brawer ?liked the
experience of working with a group [and] I got to
come out of my shell.? Upper Camper Amanda
Howard-Johnson said, ?I got to see another side of
my workshop team. I never knew they knew the
keyboard like that! It really brought us together.?

By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
On the third night of WriCampia, campers ran
around IHC to participate in a scavenger hunt with
their bunks. Campers searched on the lawns,
outside the cabins, and behind buildings in order
find hidden letters around the camp. Bunks used
their knowledge to solve puzzles and gain
punctuation cards, which they used to create and
share poems at the Playhouse.
Middle Campers Audrey Wilbanks and Tara
Prakash both agreed that ?it was hard because
people could find them easily. It was a race to get
to the letters first...? Even though their bunk only
found 8 letters, they were still able to come up with
a fun line for their poem: z?s glum vegs.
CITs Camille Morales and Zoe Dickerson were
both extremely excited to have the opportunity to
be a part of the scavenger hunt. Morales said she
?saw the CITs doing the scavenger hunt last year
and it made [her] want to do it too.? Dickerson
added that it was a great way to ?help kids since
we?re similar in age and to have someone to look
up to.?
The scavenger hunt allowed bunks to work together
towards a common goal: to create the best poem.
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WRITING,
STARSAREBORN RELIGION, AND
ATTALENTSHOW SPIRITUALITY
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
On the sixth night of WriCampia, each division
hosted a talent show showcasing the unique
abilities of the campers. Many campers sang,
played music, or read from their stories. Others
chose to highlight their creative side.
Among campers, some of the interesting talents
included: a show complete with light twirling to
create the rainbow and different colors, a piano
composition based upon mood suggestions, a
parody of the song ?Fireflies,? hilarious jokes,
chugging water, and more.
As Upper Camper and musician Kate Radom, put
it: ?The talent show was a good way to bring
campers together, since this is a creative camp?
the talent show was a creative outlet for everyone
to showcase that.?

By Jessica Zhao , Age 17
On Thursday night, Yael Schick, Director of
Programs at Writopia Lab, and instructor Tasnim
Hussain led campers in a soul-searching discussion
on the issue of religion and spiritually. Campers
who felt connected, challenged, or just wanted to
explore religion and spirituality enthusiastically
joined the Writing Religion salon to talk about
their individual experiences, beliefs, and practices.
Participants mostly shared their personal
experiences of religion and spiritually. Tasnim
shared her own experience with the Quran, the
book of Islam. Hussain said, ?my journey of
understanding and connecting with Quran
recitations was different than my peers. Now, I feel
especially connected because of my brother.
Through him, I was able to develop a deeper
understanding of what it means to come together as
a family and listen to Quran recitations.?
Co-facilitator Yael Schick told a story about how a
little boy she met at camp years ago inspired her to
share aspects of her Jewish religious practice with
WriCampians. ?I want our campers to completely
be themselves,? she said, ?and expressing their
identity and religion is a big part of that.
Spiritually affects our writing and thinking. It
changes our message. Because we are a writing
camp, it's an important place for us to talk about
our experiences.?
Many WriCampians share the same feelings. Upper
Camper Sophie Nelson went to the salon because
she ?wanted to have deep conversations and to
connect with people. Talking to other people gives
us new insight on our own spirituality.?
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"THEPLAYOFTHECENTURY"
REVIEW
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17

Left to right: Madeleine Ford, Lulu McDonald,
Lily Mertsching.

In the year 2219, America is just a little different. Middle
schools are the same, the books are the same, and
technology is the same, but the government has changed
from a democracy to an authoritarian regime. Working on
this play were: Matthew Jellison (Co-Leader), Samantha
Stone (Co-Leader), Annabelle Roses (Junior Director),
Joseph Hillyard (Writer/Dramaturg/Directing Support),
Samuel Bachman (Writer), Eshan Agarwal (Music), Julia
Mechner (Lyrics), Logan Silbert, Clara Yuste-Golob, and
Mollie Smith (Additional Support). The cast includes:
Chloe Keenan (Patience), Tyler Rosenblum (Charity),
Madeleine Ford (Tolerance/Harvey), Eavan Anderson
(Principal), Dalia Mullens (Drama Teacher), Devra

Goldhaber (Librarian), Madeleine Berkowitz (Maria Lang/Narrator), Lulu McDonald (Leslie), Carol
Brahm-Robin (Hope), Lily Meek (Truth), Harry Eichelberger (Love), Julia Barney (Joy), Shreya Nara
(Grace), Lucy Thorpe (Mom/Rebel), Aliya Raofield (Dad/Rebel), and Lily Mertsching (Harley).
?The Play of the Century? starts with middle school kids auditioning for a play that the government has
asked them to put on about the historical Great Disobedience. The play, written by the government, paints
the rebels as evil and disruptive to citizen life. But one middle schooler, Patience, reads the script and
finds inconsistencies about the name of the rebel leader and the location of the rebellion. She decides to
go to the library to research the situation further and finds that the rebels were fighting for a more
democratic government when the current government was trying to starve them. She finds that the rebels
had written a new, 17-page constitution that would give the power back to the people. Patience uses the
school play and the support of fellow students and the Librarian to announce the government cover-up.
Regarding the overall experience, CIT and Junior Director Annabelle Roses said, ?I got to hear the young
kids come up with their ideas and it was a learning experience working with them.? Matthew Jellison, the
director of the Page 2 Stage program says this theater experience was a great way to ?learn about theme,
structure, cooperation and being able to stand up for your own thoughts and ideas.?
Overall, the cast members, playwrights, and directors put on a spectacular production, complete with fun
musical numbers and light-hearted comedy. The audience laughed, clapped and even ?gasp?-ed (on
command).
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WHATWILLYOUCHOOSE?
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
On Sunday night, WriCampians got the chance to customize their own
evening activities and experience different types of writing. Campers were
able to choose between attending a mystery party, sharing horror stories, or
writing (forever).
At the mystery party, several campers were put on trial where their peers
determined if they were the murderers. In the end, none was found.
Associate Director of Evening Programs Ethan Shafran-Moltz said it?s a
?another fun way of bonding with a large group.? One Middle Camper who
was at the party, Anna Leventon, said ?the challenge was what made it fun.?
In the haunted depths of the horror realm, Dan Kitrosser, Jordana Frankel, and Jacquelyn Stolos led the
campers in sharing scary stories. Kitrosser has been a storyteller for 15 years, and as he puts it, ?We live
when we are telling our stories. Words come from that type of storytelling. We all want to be heard and
seen and be impactful.?
Stolos added, ?I think learning about what we fear is a great way to learn about ourselves. When we tell
stories about the things we don?t understand as a community, we feel less scared and more connected.?
Between all evening activities choices, campers were able to experience different genres of writing, all
with an element of suspense.

P ol i t i cs
WRITOPIAMOM: SENATOR
KIRSTENGILLIBRAND
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
Kirsten Gillibrand has been a defense lawyer and U.S. Representative and is now the New York State
Junior Senator, a Democratic Presidential candidate, and a Writopia mom. I had the pleasure of
interviewing this amazing woman during WriCampia. While she may not be leading in the polls (this
time), she is constantly fighting for women?s rights, U.S military reform and the movements to end
government corruption and sexual misconduct.
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When asked about her campaign, Gillibrand said, ?I believe that every person?s voice matters, no matter
who you are, where you live, or who you love. As President, I will bring our country back together again,
heal the divide, and help more people.?
Gillibrand?s days as a Dartmouth student go largely unnoticed. As a Chinese American, I was surprised
and excited to find out that Gillibrand was an Asian Studies major. Regarding her major, she said, ?I took
Chinese 1 since I love languages and thought it would be cool to know how to write and speak Mandarin.
[As] I got involved in Chinese language, I decided to learn more about Asian religions, cultures and
history. That knowledge has allowed me to have a more informed view of geopolitics and trade issues.?
Despite being on the campaign trail, Gillibrand was able to take some time out of her busy schedule to tell
me and the rest of WriCampia about the significance of writing. She said, ?Your voice is very important.
Learning how to express yourself effectively in writing is critical. Never be afraid to speak out and make
your case--you never know how far and how wide your writings will go. You may well change minds and
change the world.?

POLITICS& PENS
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
In the far-away land of Minimerica, four senators have begun to create bills that will help to save
endangered unicorns or cure cancer with the medicinal unicorn horns. With the future of unicorns
uncertain, these four senators--who also happen to be WriCampians engaged in the Politics and Pens
elective--need to create and defend a bill to save them.
Politics and Pens gave campers an opportunity to explore the political process of writing bills. Elective
leader Logan Hoffman-Smith described the experience as a way to ?think outside of the current system
and expand our theoretical knowledge. [It] teaches useful skills like addressing the needs of many people.?
In addition to writing bills, campers will present them to the Mayor of New Paltz, Tim Rogers, who will
either pass, amend, or veto them. Mayor Rogers said, ?It's a fantastic way to engage young people earlier
so they know about the legislative process. It?s a way we can empower the [future] voters, even if it?s
hypothetical.?

THEPOLITICAL SPECTRUMOF
WRICAMPIA
By Jessica Zhao, Age 17
People are constantly debating about the ?right? policy to govern America. But underneath it all, people
think in a wide variety of ways. WriCampians are no exception. Even when most of WriCampians are on
the same side of the political spectrum, it is fascinating to see how many different views there are.
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Generally, WriCampians lean toward the left of the spectrum, holding more liberal views such as a
government-run Medicare for all, restrictions on monopolies, and the abolition of the death penalty. Out
of the 112 WriCampians surveyed, here is the general trend of what people believe on those three topics:

As the 2020 election approaches, many WriCampians are already beginning to think about their first
choice candidates. The number one candidate among Democratic candidates was Elizabeth Warren, with
30% of WriCampian support. One camper said, ?She is the candidate that is most well-prepared for
debates; she has developed policies and strategies that are backed by facts and reflect the ideals that I
strongly believe in.?
Warren is followed by Kamala Harris (11%), Bernie Sanders (11%), and Joe Biden (7%). One respondent
wrote in support for Michelle Obama. As for Republican candidates, 82% of WriCampians said that they
were not voting Republican--of those who were, only one person said that they were a Donald Trump
supporter. Bill Weld received endorsements from six supporters at camp despite only being in the race for
less than a week.

Stay tuned for more political coverage next year, as the Yearly WriCampian covers the last months before
Election Day.
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O pi ni ons
MYFAVORITEELECTIVES
By Josephine Wenchel, Age 12
Boating!

Podcasting!

There aren?t many rules, so you have the freedom to do
many things. My friends and I partook in an extensive
paddleboard war. My favorite part was the ability to
experiment with different paddle boarding techniques.
(Paddle boarding backwards attached to another
paddleboard was my personal experiment.) You can
paddleboard, kayak, or canoe, and you can share paddle
boards and canoes with your friends. You can even
experiment with tying your paddle boards together!
Also, it is a popular elective, so if you are an introvert,
this may be a way for you to push the limits of your
comfort zone. But if you?re ok with all of that, then
boating can prove to be quite a pleasant experience.

As a nighttime elective, this option does not get too
overcrowded, but it always has a nice atmosphere.
Using the app voice memos, you can create your own
podcast ?episode.? Ranging from fiction to an
informative podcast, you have the ability to do a variety
of things in podcasting. I recommend podcasting to
anyone who enjoys putting their ideas out there,
especially those who have stage fright but still want to
express themselves in a public way.

Swimming!
Go down a huge water slide that leads into the lake,
climb a rock wall that you can jump off of into the pool,
or hit a ball over the volleyball net. If you are not
interested in getting wet, you can venture into the
nearby playground, play D & D, write a song pool-side,
knit a scarf, or sunbathe and read on the grass. There
are varying depths for different comfort levels. If you
enjoy this elective, I recommend going to boating, that
is, if you?re not too exhausted from swimming.

Improv!
I recommend this as a nighttime elective because it is a
great experience and doesn't involve any physical
activity. Loud laughter can often be heard coming from
its spaces. Once we got so worked up in a game (?rant?)
that someone from a different elective ended up coming
over to make sure we were ok. I recommend this option
to people who enjoy page to stage. This elective is
available for 3rd elective and nighttime elective. Improv
is a fun laugh out loud elective that frequently involves
counselors suddenly joining in. I highly recommend
this elective.

ALMOSTJOY
By Joshua Stern, Age 15

Camp food. It?s the bane of my existence. Apparently, Camp IHC was rated best camp food in the
nation. Oh boy! If that?s true, we still have some work to do. Breakfast is always the most
important, and, nearly always at IHC, the worst meal of the day. Except today, because, croissants!
It seems like the chefs progressively wake up as the day goes on because lunch is better, especially
tacos and wraps. But whatever? By dinner time, they?ve really got it on, except when they decide
that watermelon is a dessert. I mean, really? I don?t know?
Despite its shortcomings, it really is better than the last camp I went to. The chefs at the last camp I went to
graduated from culinary schools, but they were working with so many dietary restrictions since it was a camp for
kids with disabilities that all they ever really came out with was incredibly bland nutrient matter. But I guess when
you?re feeding about 400 people, you have to compromise a bit.

But I must give the IHC chefs some credit because at my last camp, I would literally eat cocoa puffs for
every meal because the food was so bad.
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In the end, though, food is food, and I really must give the new IHC culinary director props for making
the food, in my opinion, passable-to-good as opposed to poor-to-passable. I came up here for a visit
before my first year. And they served me the most heavenly chicken fajita on the planet. I swear that was
just to rope me... Or maybe sometimes, the food is amazing--fine, I?ll admit it. For many people, myself
included, food is joy. And this is certainly like, almost joy.

WHATFUELSWRICAMPIANS?
By Zola Pfiefer-Thomas, Age 10
The doors open as children flood quickly into the
Lodge/Dining Hall. The campers get into lines based on their
dietary needs. The room smells of warm grilled meat. They
grab their plates and decide what they want. One grabs the
hamburger and sweet potato fries. They hurry over past the
fruit-f lavored waters to the toppings table. They decide
whether they want tomatoes, onions, lettuce, pickles, cheese,
ketchup, mustard, and relish. One hurries over to the salad bar
and begins to create the most wonderful salad. They place
chopped romaine, onions, olives, tomatoes, carrots, cheese,
and chicken with ranch atop the salad. They bring it all down to their seats and pour themselves a drink.
It?s the first Thursday at WriCampia and it?s hamburger night, but that doesn?t mean only meat consumers
can eat the food here. The food at WriCampia is food that everyone can eat. The options include vegan,
vegetarian, dairy-free, gluten-free, and fat-free.
Jeremy Ryan, the Special Diets Chef, oversees special dietary meals at IHC. When he comes up with
meals and sides for campers and staff with special diets, he ?tries to anticipate what people will like.? He?s
been cooking for twenty years and has worked for various universities, country clubs, sororities, and
fraternities. But his favorite place is camp. ?Summer camps, they hone in on this goodness. It doesn?t
matter who you?re in or what you?re into? at summer camp, you?re kind to other people. And it?s a place
where you can be yourself. Growing up, I went to summer camps all the time, and I thought, ?Oh, I wish
life was like summer camp.??
Campers such as Juliet Harris feel Jeremy?s love of food and camp in the meals. ?The food here is better
than my other sleepaway camp,? said Juilet. Her favorite meal here is ?breakfast because it gives me the
energy for the day.?
Camp counselor Saritha Gateau also needs energy to run activities at camp. Saritha is a big fan of the
salad bar. ?The best salad I?ve ever made here would probably have to be romaine lettuce with
mushrooms, red onion, shredded carrots, olives, and artichokes topped with French dressing? I like all of
the food that I?ve eaten here and I am impressed,? said Saritha. ?I feel ready to tackle the activities.?
In the dining hall (and on the lawn for cookouts!), everyone has so much fun. We play word games and
sing songs. We also get to chat with friends. Everyone is included.
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ENDINGTHESTIGMA
AROUNDHOMELESSNESS
By Sasha Wolf-Powers, Age 14
"Ugh, the worst thing on the subway is when a homeless guy is taking up, like, five spaces,? a friend
recently said to me. This hurt me a lot. I?ve had interesting conversations with homeless people. And
they?re people. Homeless people shouldn?t be thought of as ?inconveniences.? They should be thought
of as people in need.
According to the National Coalition for the Homeless, 20-25% of homeless people have at least one
severe mental illness, as opposed to the 6% of all Americans with at least one. Our society does not
support the mentally ill as much as it should. Many Americans cannot support themselves without
outside help. Many of these people come from poorer families that can?t assist the members who can?t
work themselves.
An even more troubling reason for homelessness is substance abuse. The National Coalition for the
Homeless says that 64% of homeless people have continuing problems with alcohol or addictive illegal
drugs. Breaking addictions is hard, especially for the homeless because if they spend money on
stopping the problem, they may be sacrificing food and warmth. According to the American Medical
Association, addiction is a disease. Why should we punish someone for having an illness?
But possibly the worst reason for homelessness is domestic violence. According to the American
Psychology Association, 93% of homeless mothers have experienced at least one traumatic event and
81% have experienced multiple traumatic events, as opposed to the 50% of people who will be exposed
to trauma in their lifetime.
Homeless people struggle enormously. When they use a bench to sleep on, that?s the only option they
have. I?m a 14 year old boy in New York City. I take the subway at least twice a day during the school
year. Everywhere I go there are homeless people. I see them, I talk to them, and I share my world with
them. They are not problems; they are people.

C ont est
MAGICALART& SPELLS
By M axanalanadingdong Walrus-Seagull, Age 10
As some of you know, there has been a Magical Spells and Art contest! The contest was to create a spell
that you?ve never heard of, but that you?ve always wanted to craft. I was VERY happy and surprised
about the submissions.
Everybody interpreted the contest in such a different way that it was VERY hard to decide. There were
some potion-like spells, and some more Harry-Potter-like spells. However, there was one spell that made
us wish it was reality.

And the first place winner is, drum roll please... Max Kahn, Age 16!
His spell was a summon to Barack Obama! You want to do it? Here?s the way!
Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How-To:

Harry Potter book
Jeb Bush
Coriander
Your annoying neighbor
Grandma

1. Mix together over a fire.
2. If Obama doesn?t come, add more
Coriander

This spell was so fun to read, and I think nearly everyone has wanted to cast this spell at least once
without even knowing it.
Credit to everyone who submitted. Thank you so much! And extra credit to Aadi who made a really cute
drawing of a penguin to go with her spell! Everyone?s submissions were fun and enjoyable to read. Good
luck next year with the theme, rdftgyhjkmnjhgfdrftgyhujiuhygtfrdesdrftgyhu! Oh, sorry if you couldn?t
understand--it might have to be a surprise!

I nsi de I H C
NAME, REFRAME: FROM
INDIANHEADTOIHC
By Preston Leong, Age 12
For the past six years, WriCampia has been held at Camp IHC. Originally, the name was Indian Head Camp
because of the natives that were once on this land. Hence the name of the lake that IHC is located on, Lake
Lenape, Lenape meaning ?The People.? The Lenape tribe once roamed over this region of Pennsylvania. The
name was changed four to five years ago to Camp IHC.
On Friday, August 16, I interviewed Matty Layman, the IHC Camp Director, about the camp?s name. ?The
name ?Indian Head?is offensive to people,? Matty said. ?We want to honor the Native Americans that were in
this area.? After changing the name of the camp, the IHC team had to alter a lot more. Matty said that this year,
?[IHC] got rid of the Indian chief logo and made it into an A-frame tent.? The signs and logos all had to be
changed, whether it?s on the sign labeling the Hub, the Indian Head table mats in the Lodge, or the floor mats
all over camp.
You may have noticed that there are still signs and logos representing Indian Head instead of Camp IHC. For
example, the camp?s old logo of the Indian Head is still in the center of the basketball court and on the nets and
lamppost in the volleyball courts. The banner in the playhouse still says Indian Head Camp and includes the
old logo. Even though the process of changing the camp?s name started four to five years ago, many
WriCampians only noticed the visible changes one to two years ago.
Samantha Stone, an Instructor at WriCampia and at Writopia?s Manhattan location said she didn?t notice the
changes of the camp?s name and logo until this year. Samantha thinks that IHC?s actions on changing their
name were positive. Samantha said, ?The name was a product of our racist culture ? ?
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After I interviewed WriCampia instructors, I went to get a camper?s point of view. Hugh Vickery, a camper
here for three years, said he only saw the changes until a year ago. Hugh said it?s good IHC noticed what they
did wrong and corrected it. Hugh stated, ?I think it makes them considerate and makes them a more accepting
camp.?
Elsa Bermudez, the Middle Camp Division Head and Instructor, said that the changes occurred last year. Elsa
said, ?It?s a positive change, because it shows the camp was concerned about what the name means and was
willing to grow in that way. They became mindful.?
Not just IHC is going through this change. Schools and sports franchises across the U.S. are changing their
mascots. For example, the Cleveland Indians, a Major League Baseball (MLB) team changed their logo from
Chief Wahoo to the block letter ?C? in early 2014. Also, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign?s
mascot for their athletic teams was Chief Illiniwek until 2007 when they got rid of it. According to a 2008
article by Stephanie A. Fryberg, Hazel Rose Markus, Daphna Oyserman, and Joseph M. Stone, ?We suggest
that American Indian mascots are harmful because they remind American Indians of the limited ways others
see them and, in this way, constrain how they can see themselves.?
There is always going to be racism in this country, but we can start off small with changes like this.

RENOVATIONSPOTLIGHT: BUNK
BATHROOMS!
Bunk 9, Old Bathroom.

By N ina Rogers, Age 12
On a humid evening, Thursday August 16th, I sat down for an interview with
IHC Director Matty Layman to discuss the renovation of the bunks? bathrooms. I
asked him when the renovations of the bathrooms began. ?The renovations
started 8 years ago,? Matty said. He also told me that IHC staff are remodeling
the bathrooms, and they are way ahead of schedule. They have to remodel six
more bunks, and Matty estimates that it?s going to take three to four more years.
But where are they getting the money to renovate the bathrooms? Every year,
IHC takes an amount of money from their budget to use for the renovations.
When all the bathroom renovations are finished, it will have taken 11 to 12 years.
Bunk 12, New Bathroom.

I also spoke with a lot of WriCampian staff and campers. ?Other camps I went to
had a worse bathroom than the old bathrooms here.? said camper Caroline
Schwartzbeck.
When I interviewed Madeline Taylor, the Associate Director of Scheduling, I
asked her about her experiences with the bunk bathrooms. ?Every year I?ve had a
renovated bathroom.? she said. ?My first year, I was in a camper bunk, and for
my last couple of years I?ve been staying in a staff bunk.?
However, Cameron Dickerson, Assistant Middle Division Head and Counselor,
who has been at WriCampia since it began seven years ago, has experienced both
old and renovated bathrooms. She told me that this is her second year having a
renovated bathroom. ?The new bathrooms are cleaner, and have more privacy,? she said. ?You get that homey feel
even though you?re out in the woods and far from home.? When I told her it?s going to take another three or four
years for the renovations her response was: ?I think I?ll be here for the next three or four years? I have kids to see
through."
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BEHINDIHC
By Alex Lombardi, Age 13, and M aia H offman, Age 12
Jack, 20

Orsi, 21

Jack is originally
from Ireland and
came to IHC
because he needed a
change. When Jack's
not working for
IHC, he?s a full-time
student in Ireland.

Orsi works with
housekeeping at
IHC. Back in
Hungary, she?s
studying to be a
primary school
teacher. She?s
worked in a theater

Here, he manages boating mainly. ?It [boating] is
and a nursery, ?student [college] jobs,? as she put
pretty well-managed. But yeah, we?ve seen kids get
it. She got a recommendation from a friend who
hurt [earlier in the summer]--broken elbows, and of
was working at IHC. Orsi?s been working at IHC
course, you know, a lot of cuts and boo-boos,? said
since June 6th. Although she works in
housekeeping, she worked in the health center
Jack. Jack is also a lifeguard and a ropes course
during the IHC summer camp. She said when
instructor. He started last year and told the Yearly
she?s done working at IHC she will travel with her
WriCampian that when comparing WriCampia
friends to the West Coast. She says IHC doesn?t
campers to other campers, we are much better
really have time to mingle with WriCampia staff.
behaved. Then again, IHC?s camp is around 700
Her favorite parts of being at IHC are the sunset
kids, ages seven to seventeen, and WriCampia is
only around 200.
Emily (right) and Sabrina (left)
Emily and Sabrina mainly work in ropes course, but also work on the
zipline, as lifeguards, and on off-ground trips. Emily has been working at
IHC for three years, and Sabrina has for two. Both are from Australia.
Emily said IHC is a different experience and an amazing opportunity.
Sabrina came to IHC to work outside and to work with children. Emily
said that most of the staff are international because it exposes the kids to
different cultures. When asked why they came to IHC, they both said IHC
picked them from a database. Emily said that there were two camp
heads, Mark and Matty, which means there are 2 divisions of IHC
staff. One of them works with WriCampia, while one does not. They
said the camps they work with are usually more active than us, and
that we are a skill-based intellectual camp. When we asked if they
mingle with the WriCampia Staff, Sabrina told us she did. According
to Sabrina, ?Lenny?s great!? We agree.
Mike, 27

Lenny left, Joelle right.

Mike came to camp because he wanted to try new things and travel. Mike also
works on the boating staff and as a lifeguard at IHC. Outside of IHC, Mike
travels. ?I?ve been coming since 2016,? he told the Yearly WriCampian. He
agreed with Jack about the behavior of WriCampians. Since Mike has worked
here for about 3-4 years, he?s noticed that the other camps that have come here
don?t behave as well as WriCampia. He also mentioned that IHC staff and
WriCampia staff only mingle during meal time. His buddy, Locksley, agreed
M ike left, Locksley right. with him.
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H umor
INTERVIEWWITHTHELAKE!
By M axanalanadingdong Walrus-Seagull, Age 10

This sounds ridiculous, doesn?t it? An interview with
the Lake? You probably started reading this because
you were wondering, "What on Earth!?!" And now I?ll
tell you. How might the Lake feel when people jump
into it? Ouch! What if somebody jumped into you?
Haven?t you ever wondered what the Lake?s favorite
boat is? The canoes because they?re peaceful? Kayaks
because they brighten the Lake up? Paddle boards
because when they wobble it gives the Lake a nice
massage? Well, all of your questions will be answered
in this interview!
How will the Lake answer my questions? A burning
question in your head. Well, it turns out I happen to be
close friends with the Lake! You?re thinking, "This kid
is making up a bunch of lies. "But I?ll tell you this, the
Lake has real discussions with me!
When you jump into the Lake, let the water cover you
and surround you completely. Relax and swim around
in about the same place. Listen close. It will make
bubbles around you and tickle you to symbolize that
it?s listening. Say what you need to say. Then, in its
warm, soothing, bellowing voice it talks to you. Softly
but booming and vibrating.
What if you need a breath, you ask? This part is

unfortunate. Come to the surface and? well, the Lake
is very sensitive, you see.... And it will never speak to
you underwater again. It has a lightning good memory,
and will only speak to you in splash water language?
which is a writing in splash form! For example, if I?m
wondering how old a kid who has gone boating, I?ll
just hover my hand an inch above it, and it will splash
me. The number of drops that land on my hand tell me
how old the kid is. The Lake can write words on your
hand in splashes, which is the way we?re gonna do this!
Q: Lake, what is your favorite boat and why?
A: By FAR the paddle boards! No one gets hurt if I f lip
people over on their heads! They don?t sink, and you
may not know this about me, but I?m a big-time
prankster, and there?s nothing more enjoyable and
satisfying than f lipping someone over! On calm days
when I get lazy, I like it when people go kayaking. The
double paddle gives me a nice massage and feels soft.
Q: Do you like it when people swim in you and why?
A: I don?t mind when people are inside of me. It
doesn?t affect me, and I can?t feel it. It only tickles me a
little when people cannonball inside of me, especially
adults.
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Q: What are your thoughts about the waterslide?

Q: Do you ever get hurt physically?

A: It?s mainly on the beach, and I can?t feel the poles.
When people go down it, I get a little itchy for a
moment, but I can?t really scratch it? because? well,
you know.

A: Well, the waterbugs give me a few bugbites, but
that?s pretty much it.

Q: Are there any fish that you talk or hangout with?
A: HECK NO! Those fish are so mean to me! I ask
them to pass me a seaweed so I can tickle a camper, and
they EAT the seaweed! Whenever I try to talk with
them they say, ?Blubba da blubba da blu.? And blow
bubbles at me! Like, come on!
Q: Is WriCampia your favorite camp and why?
A: I don?t really have a preference because it all feels
the same, but honestly? . WriCampia is my favorite,
just because most of the people are really, really, really
nice.
Q: Do you ever get lonely and why?
A: Nah. I usually hang with the sand. We play ?Can
You Float?? And they lose every time, but it's still fun.
Q: We noticed that you like balls and like them to wash
up to the middle of the lake. Why do you like balls so
much?

Q: How do you feel about fish and children peeing in
you?
A: Say what?!
Q: Do you live eternally?
A: Yeah. Water never dies! I actually know my way
around camp, because after campers go swimming in
me, they hang their bathing suits up on the bunks, still
wet with me on them. I have about five eyes per water
molecule. I soon dry up and evaporate, but I explore
camp as much as I can. Sometimes, after I evaporate, I
end up somewhere new and start a new adventure!
Right now, some of me are even in France!
So next time you go to the Lake, feel free to check in
with it! Tell it that you?re good friends with
SHOOOOOOOOOOOOOSHHHHH!!!!!!. That?s my
Lake name. You always get a code name with the Lake.
The Lake always appreciates when you say g?morning
so don?t forget! Give it a good ole?hug! Hope to see
that the Lake?s making new friends!

A: Balls? Oh, because the looks on the campers?faces
are hilarious! Later I wash them up near the bridge for
easy access.

This issue is dedicated to reporter and CIT,
Jessica Zhao. Jessica was a founding member of
The Yearly WriCampian editorial staff, helping it
launch for the first time in 2018! For the past two
summers, Jessica has enthusiastically covered all
camp events, salons, and new electives, and
researched and reported on WriCampian and real
world politics. We are so sad that she completes
her WriCampia program this year, and we hope
she returns as a counselor since we CANNOT
imagine the paper without her. We wish her the
best of luck in all her future in politics and
journalism!
With so much love, Rebecca, Laura, Emily, and
all of us at The Yearly WriCampian.
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P uzzl es
By M adeleine Berkowitz, Age 14
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20
Across
1. TI
4. ONLY
6. SCAR

aim, air, arc, camp, cap, car,
carp, caw, cram, cramp, crap,
craw, crimp, imp, map, mar,
maw, pair, par, paw, ram, ramp,
rap, raw, rim, rip, war, wimp,
wrap

7. YE
HERMIONE GRANGER
Down
1. TOSS
2. INC
3. EYRE
5. LAY

Good writers borrow, great
writers steal - T.S. Eliot
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

W
Writers
Wordiest
Boaters
Gargle
Rotor

Answer Key

Answer Key

